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As to methods there may be a million and
then some, but principles are few.  
The man who grasps principles can
 successfully select his own methods.  
The man who tries methods, ignoring
 principles, is sure to have trouble.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Dedication

In memory of Lightning.

You showed me how to surmount
 adversity with dignity.

I cannot do all the good that the world
needs, but the world needs all the good
that I can do.
—Jana Stanfield
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Preface  
I have had the great fortune to work professionally with animals and people since
1986. I had first-hand experience of the power of human-animal connections from
growing up on an Idaho farm. Much later as I was finishing my master’s degree in so-
cial work at Our Lady of the Lake University in San Antonio, TX, I read a newspaper
article about how the Baylor Institute for Rehabilitation in Dallas was incorporating
animal-assisted interactions (AAI) to help patients reach their goals in physical, oc-
cupational, and speech therapies.  I was astounded that administrators were allowing
animals to work in a hospital, yet my heart immediately remembered my childhood
experiences and I decided those administrators were brilliant. I began volunteering at
Baylor under the guidance of inspired program founder Shari Bernard-Curran. With-
out her, I would not have developed such a solid foundation in this work.

I experienced AAI as a way to reach otherwise-unreachable clients. In my youth-
ful enthusiasm, I became a kind of AAI missionary in Fort Worth, Texas, and then in
Olympia, Washington. After moving to Olympia, I founded and coordinated the first
hospital-based AAI program in Washington, a program that remains vital today.

I also worked with an emerging organization called Delta Society, now known in-
ternationally as Pet Partners. I was a member of the national task force that developed
Standards of Practice for Animal-Assisted Activities and Therapy, and my Great
Dane/Boxer cross Falstaff and Shetland Sheepdog Qui (pronounced “key”), and I
were selected as Delta’s first registered Pet Partners. As Delta’s AAT Director and later
as a consultant, I wrote Pet Partners educational materials and helped the organiza-
tion identify the crucial role handlers play in AAI. 

To expand my knowledge base, I completed instruction as a dog trainer and
 became a Level 1 TAGteach instructor.  I remain a member in good standing with the
Association of Pet Dog Trainers. As a dog trainer, I help people communicate effec-
tively with their dogs, work together as a team, and demonstrate behaviorally the
 loving relationship with their dog they want to share.  

In my private practice as a mental health counselor, I provide animal-assisted
therapy with my dogs when that offers the greatest potential to help clients reach
their goals in therapy. In 2006 I received a Lifetime Achievement Award from Delta
Society (now known as Pet Partners). In my business, Human-Animal Solutions,
LLC, I have written and contributed to numerous texts on AAI, and I am invited
 internationally to consult and train about all aspects of AAI. 

I think I have the best job in the world.
Early in my career something happened that changed my life forever. My therapy

dog Qui got sick. Our veterinarian couldn’t diagnose any specific disease, but he
 estimated that she had only about three months to live. Stunned, I retired her from
her work and devoted time with her for fun things: walks in the woods, cuddling, play.
Amazingly, by stopping work and reducing her stress level, she lived for three more
healthy, fun-filled years! 

I’m embarrassed to confess that it took my dog almost dying for me to realize that
AAI is not always fun for the dog. At the time I didn’t know enough about canine
 behavior to read the messages she was giving me through her behavior. But I learned
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Introduction
Lucille and her dog, Pepper, are making one of their regular visits on the reha-
bilitation unit of a local hospital as members of a visiting-animal program.
Today the first elevator to arrive is crowded, so they wait for another one that is
less full. 

Arriving on the second floor, they step out of the elevator into a crowd of peo-
ple. Lucille skillfully navigates her way with Pepper to their assigned place in the
gym. They pass by a group of people tossing a balloon back and forth, a man
sitting unsteadily on a large balance ball, a woman struggling to walk between
parallel bars, a woman using a walker with tennis balls on the front legs, and a
man walking up and down steps. Each of these people has a staff member with
them, and some also have a family member present. Most of the people notice
Pepper, and some of them reach out to him. 

Pepper walks calmly through all the distractions, noticing what’s going on with
interest, but focusing on Lucille. As a skilled handler, Lucille also notices the
distractions and responds proactively. She waits for a less crowded elevator. She
places herself between Pepper and the crowd, carefully traveling around the
throng rather than through it. She keeps her eyes on Pepper and talks to him in
a soothing, low tone as they navigate a clear path through the gym. 

Pepper knows he can count on Lucille to act as his partner because of their his-
tory, and his expectations are met. As a result, Pepper and Lucille begin their
visit on the best of terms. Both are calm and collected while confidently facing
several challenges before their visit officially begins. 

People who don’t visit facilities with their therapy dogs may wonder what the
big deal is about being a therapy-dog handler. After all, the handler stands at the
end of the leash and lets the dog do all the work, right? Skilled handlers know that
view is inaccurate. They understand that their actions are essential to both protect-
ing the welfare of their therapy animals and enhancing the effectiveness of animal-
assisted interactions. 

Imagine yourself in Doris’ situation: 

For months Doris has taken her dog, Spike, to visit her brother in a care facility.
One day, one of the male residents starts shouting, swinging his arms, and
shoving his way around the room. As this man approaches Doris and Spike,
Spike jumps up and tries to bite him. This scares Doris. She wants Spike to be-
come a registered therapy dog, and she expects Spike to remain calm and undis-
turbed in such a situation. 

This is a true story. Doris called me, distressed, after this incident. As we reviewed
the situation, Doris began to see that from Spike’s perspective, he may have felt like
he and his people were being threatened. Defending himself was a natural response to
the threat. At the same time, Doris was correct to worry about what would happen if
Spike bit a resident, no matter how provoked Spike felt. Spike could be eliminated
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elevator. She places herself between Pepper and the crowd, carefully traveling
around the throng rather than through it. She keeps her eyes on Pepper and
talks to him in a soothing, low tone as they navigate a clear path through the
gym. 

In this book I discuss each teamwork STEP separately and in detail, building from
one to the next like walking up easy steps to reach a goal. Real-life situations illustrate
each principle. The STEPs are applicable to both working and non-working dogs or
any other therapy animal. I’ve known some pretty amazing therapy cats, guinea pigs,
rabbits, horses, llamas, and chickens. (Yes, chickens!) 

In the early days of visiting-animal programs in the United States—more than 30
years ago—the emphasis was on the dog’s behavior, not the handler’s. Qualifying tests
for therapy dogs asked the handler to stand back and allow interactions between the
testers and her dog to measure what the dog could endure. Sometimes the handler was
required to leave the room as the testers handled the dog. 

As the animal-assisted interactions (AAI) field evolved, it became clear that the
handler’s role was equally important. But training for handlers, if offered at all, focused
on how to interact with clients, not how to handle their dogs when interacting with
those clients. 

This book seeks to fill that gap.
By using teamwork principles, not only will your therapy dog perform better at

work, you will also have a closer relationship with Buddy than ever before. He will lis-
ten to you, check in with you, and work with you. His willingness to do so will show
you that he is receiving something in return. You’ll feel gratified when you see light in
his eyes, joy in his step, and eagerness to do things with you. 

Wayne W. Dyer, Ph.D.,1 is a noted author and speaker on self-development. On
his PBS special, Wishes Fulfilled, Dr.
Dyer emphasizes that “Ordinary is
not good enough.” There are plenty
of ordinary therapy dog handlers in
the world.  Teaming with your dog
will advance you from an ordinary therapy dog handler to an extraordinary one. 

A few housekeeping details:   
For our purposes, a “therapy dog” is a dog who goes with her handler to make

short visits to a healthcare facility, school, prison, or other establishment for the pur-
pose of generally enriching lives or furthering specific client goals. 

Today lots of terms are used to describe a dog owner in language that sounds more
like a dog is a being with intrinsic value rather than property. I fully support that concept.
You will notice that I use the term “handler” instead of owner or caregiver or pet parent.
Why? Because in therapy-dog work, the person on one end of the leash is the handler.    

When referring to a dog and handler, I alternate use of the personal pronouns
“she” and “he.” It is common usage to pick one or the other; however, since readers are
both male and female with both male and female dogs, I have opted to include both.

Before I close this Introduction, I may surprise you by telling you that I have ex-
pectations of you as reader. It is rare for the author to state his/her expectations, yet I
am going to do so by using an image of walls and windows:  When reading about new

1For more information about Wayne Dyer, visit his website at www.DrWayneDyer.com.

Ordinary is not good enough.
—Wayne W. Dyer, Ph.D.

“ ”
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Josie thinks her German Shepherd, Logan, could be a therapy dog.  They have
competed successfully in obedience, and Logan has earned three obedience ti-
tles. Josie is looking for something different to do with Logan, and she’s taken
him to a therapy-dog evaluation. The evaluation is in a nursing home, where
residents watch through a wall of windows. 

Some of the test exercises are quite similar to exercises they did in obedience,
where Logan walks by her side, sits, lies down, stays in place, and comes to
Josie when she calls him from a distance. During this evaluation, Josie focuses
on Logan, watching him more than she watches the evaluator, even though she
is paying close attention to the evaluator’s instructions. 

During the walking exercise, she varies her pace slightly to accommodate
Logan. She talks to him in a conversational tone of voice, making comments
that help observers see their teamwork.  For example, when Logan slows to
sniff something on the ground, Josie also slows and says, “Is that a really good
smell, Logan? I’m sure there are many good smells here. Well, we need to keep
going now. We have people waiting to see us!” This helps him refocus on Josie,
and they continue their walk in harmony.

When the evaluator asks her to show how Logan sits on cue, Josie looks gently
into Logan’s eyes and whispers, “Sit,” so softly that the evaluator barely hears
her. Logan sits immediately, and Josie reaches over and scratches him in his
most-loved place, telling Logan how brilliant he is.  Similarly, when asked to
demonstrate Logan’s response to her down cue, she looks adoringly into his eyes
and makes a small movement with her hand. Logan immediately lies down.
Josie tells him he’s the best dog in the world and pets him with long, slow strokes
(Logan’s favorite). Her heart swells with pride at how Logan is doing, even
though she’s feeling nervous about the test.

The residents watching are impressed and smile at each other as they com-
ment, “Such a calm, obedient dog!” “What a gentle handler!” “They work so
well together!” 

Josie used teamwork principles with Logan during these exercises, and their success as a
team caused everyone to smile and feel comfortable with them.  Imagine how that
might have gone differently if, in Josie’s nervousness, she reverted to obedience mode
by walking briskly instead of varying her pace, looking straight ahead instead of watch-

1
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4 Teaming with Your Therapy Dog

Let’s take a look at how we use a leash with our dogs. Are we like Mother Goose in
the comic, thinking that Spike is closely connected to us emotionally, when he thinks
the leash is tying him down? Do we support Spike through the leash or contain him?

Our dog lives in an environment where people don’t speak her language. How do
people treat her? Are they conscious of her needs while getting their tasks done, or is
she merely a passenger on their ride, suffering occasional bumps and bruises as a result?    

Teaming with our dogs leads us to work together as extensions of each other.
Teamwork doesn’t mean you have a relationship where everything always goes your
way. In a healthy partnership, both members respect each other. They have a give-
and-take relationship with ups and downs. They both feel comfortable and secure in
their relationship. They know when to follow and when to lead. (Yes, therapy dogs
can have opinions about which client to see when, and handlers who truly team with
their therapy dogs know when to let their dog lead.) Good teamwork is beautiful to
behold. It is like watching a figure-skating pair dance on ice. Seamless. Intuitive.
 Respectful. Spiritual.

To paraphrase a well-known saying, “To the world, you’re just another dog owner.
To your dog, you’re the only owner in the world.” 

A joyful, respectful relationship is my goal with my dogs. Since you’re reading this
book, I believe you’re open to exploring how you as a handler can interact with your dog
to honor his worth and value as an individual and as a therapeutic agent. When we re-
spect our dogs, our relationships with them are much more likely to be mutually beneficial.

Teaming with our therapy dogs helps their interactions with clients be mutually
beneficial.  Here are the STEPs of teamwork:

S – Speak to your dog conversationally
T – Stay in Touch your dog 
E – Keep your Eyes on your dog
P – Be fully Present (or centered)

Maintain close Proximity to your dog

The following chapters will help you climb these steps and learn about yourself
and your teamwork with your therapy dog. They will help you further your journey
 toward being the best handler, partner, and companion you can be for your dog. 

S
T

E
PMaintain close Proximity to your dog

Keep your Eyes on your dog

Stay in Touch with your dog

Speak to your dog
conversationally

BE FULLY PRESENT



Being fully present means that before you interact with your dog – even for some-
thing as simple as a routine brushing, and especially when visiting – you owe it to your
dog (and to yourself) to get yourself into a centered state. To enhance our teamwork,
we must first do something with ourselves:  Become more centered (present) in body
and spirit. Focus our thinking. Breathe consciously and deeply. Banish scattered
thoughts. When we are with our dogs, we can insist that our
focus is on our dog, not on the millions of other competing
thoughts, tasks, irritants, and pleasures that come to mind. 

In the STEPs of teamwork, being present (centeredness)
is the foundation on which all other steps are built:

One of my dogs, a rescued Standard Poodle named Lightning, came to us with
 severe ear problems, including one ear that was partially severed. Both ears required
daily care. The process was involved and required multiple steps. I chose to perform
his ear care in the morning, even though that is a busy time and I feel rushed if I have
an early client. I convinced myself that this was in Lightning’s best interest, because
the quicker I could get it done, the less pain he would feel.

What I lost track of, though, was that the more I conceptualized this as a task to be
done quickly, the less I was thinking of Lightning as a living being with needs related
to this task. I rationalized that I was trying to minimize his pain (which was at least par-
tially true), but instead what I was really trying to do was get my chores done quicker
and get myself out the door faster. When I’m in a hurry, I tense up. The more I focused
on getting the cleaning done quickly, the more rigid my muscles became.  With rigid
muscles, I was more likely to make a mistake, which then took additional time to cor-
rect. There was slight compassion in my hurrying hands. I was only minimally aware of
the love I felt for him. My consciousness of Lightning’s responses to my ministrations
was negligible because my mind had moved ahead to my first client of the day.

Lightning is stoic about his care. But one day he pulled away from me. I was sur-
prised and stopped to take a look at what I was doing. I recognized that I was rigid,
 inflexible, and driven. Who would want to be under the care of someone like that? So

6 Teaming with Your Therapy Dog
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T

E
PMaintain close Proximity to your dog

Keep your Eyes on your dog

Stay in Touch with your dog

Speak to your dog
conversationally
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8 Teaming with Your Therapy Dog

• Change the environment (in your mind’s eye) as needed until you have what
you need to do the job well. For example, turn on another light. Place your
dog on a carpet instead of the slippery floor. 

• Picture yourself as emotionally balanced. See yourself as having all the time you
need to take care of this task without rushing to something else. Let go of any
concerns that are bothering you. Give yourself permission to focus entirely on
this specific interaction with your dog, and see yourself as capable of doing so.

• Change your posture to see yourself as physically balanced. Change clothes or
footwear (in your mind) as needed to accomplish this. Place yourself into a po-
sition to help yourself do what needs to be done without causing physical strain.

• Recognize that nothing else right now is more important than what you’re
doing with your dog. Believe it.

• Intentionally relax/soften the muscles in your hands. Your arms. Your back.
Your neck. Your legs.

• Even though you are preparing to do a needed task, clarify your intent:  see
yourself doing this task out of love rather than duty. 

After you’ve done all those things, then reach out and touch your dog (in your
mind).
• Simply touch him in your new state.
• Notice what differences you feel in yourself.
• What kinds of differences do you notice in your animal’s response to you?
• Enjoy touching him for a while and let him enjoy the new you.
• Now do the same task you were doing moments ago, but in this different

emotional and physical state. Notice differences in yourself and in your dog.

I’m willing to bet that you were able to find ways you could change yourself. And I’m
willing to bet you found that your dog would respond well to you if you were to make
those changes. This state is what I’m talking about when I talk about being “present” or
“centered.” If you want to have the best possible relationship with your dog, you must first
be in the best possible place with yourself. 

Even though some job descriptions list multitasking as a requirement, in the
1980s neuroscientists proved that it is impossible for the brain to process two tasks at
the same time.2 The human brain is capable
of consciously paying full attention to only
one thing at a time. We can walk and talk at
the same time, but walking and talking do not
usually take our conscious attention. Most of
us are able to do that pretty much automati-
cally. However, if you’re walking with a friend
and that person tells you that she has been di-
agnosed with a life-threatening disease, most
people will stop walking (without realizing that they’ve stopped). Your prefrontal cor-
tex has to process that information before you can begin moving forward again.

The multitasking myth is intimately connected to our relationships with our dogs.
Doesn’t Fluffy deserve to get all of you when you choose to spend time with her?

2You may find this research reported at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/6309033.stm.  

If you want to have the
best possible
 relationship with your
dog, you must first be in
the best possible place
with yourself.
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Close proximity allows us to know more about what is going on with our dog than
if we were a distance away. This provides the information we need to maximize the ef-
fectiveness of the visit for our dog and the client, too.  

Recognizing Lady’s behavior helps us tune into her experience. The more we are
tuned into her, the better we are able to advocate for her. If we don’t realize that Lady
disdains interacting with a client, we might
stay with that client for an extended period of
time. Lady’s discomfort could be escalating
with each passing minute while we remain
oblivious. Upon finally leaving, Lady might
pull us out the door in relief.  

I remember a visit in an in-patient Psychiatric Unit with my Wheaten Terrier,
Magic.  We were sitting on the floor with a small group of clients spread about. Magic
was relaxed and interacting with each of the four or five individuals. As another
client approached, however, Magic gave a soft growl. I was the only one who heard it,
but growling is not a preferred behavior in a therapy dog! I acknowledged Magic’s
growl to the group and expressed regret that we needed to leave now. I proceeded to
the nurses’ station to report the incident. The nurse replied, “Well, Magic has good
taste.” The nurse obviously knew things about that client that I didn’t.  

Whereas I would have preferred that Magic not growl, she did, and I heard it be-
cause I was close to her.  She was aware of something I wasn’t, and I paid attention to
her. (If I had been paying attention earlier, I might have been able to feel Magic’s heart
rate and muscle tension increase as the client approached us.) The nurse validated
Magic’s perception about that client. Magic was clearly not happy to be near that indi-
vidual. I shudder to think about what might have happened if I hadn’t been close
enough to hear her and had kept the group interaction going (thus forcing Magic to
endure an unpleasant situation) instead of respecting my dog’s opinion and leaving.

By being physically close we appear to be working as one unit rather than two in-
dependent pieces, inspiring confidence in us as a team. Compare your response to
some photographs showing different handler proximity to their therapy dogs.

Compared to a still-shot photograph, in real life a handler and therapy dog are
moving fluidly. These photographs represent a fraction of a second in time, and both
handler and dog could appear quite different in the next second. As you study the pho-
tographs, please thank the handlers for letting us scrutinize these pieces of their work. 

Which
photo gives you

a greater
 feeling that the

handler and dog
are working

 together as a
closely knit,

smoothly
 functioning

team?  

Close proximity gives
you information about
what is going on with
your dog.
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desk, so you walk up to it and softly ask Skeeter to sit and wait as you sign in.
Then you sit in a chair to arrange your equipment and wait for the coordinator,
softly asking Skeeter to lie down and wait, too.

As the coordinator and her assistant approach, you keep your eyes on Skeeter,
glancing up at their approach.  As you stand to say hello, Skeeter gets up with
you, and you softly ask him to sit and stay.  As you learn that her assistant is
afraid of dogs, you chat amiably with her about how you can help her feel more
comfortable while she is with you today.  You surreptitiously give Skeeter a
hand signal to sit by your side away from the fearful assistant.  As you talk with
the coordinator, you keep a hand on Skeeter, scratching him gently and slowly
in a favorite spot.  

The coordinator reminds you of the facility’s cleanliness requirements and asks
to examine Skeeter before you go onto the unit.  You softly give Skeeter permis-
sion to go to the coordinator, and you kneel next to him while the coordinator
examines him, keeping a hand on him, sometimes murmuring to him, watching
for and feeling his responses. 

After receiving the all-clear, you tenderly tell Skeeter that he’s the best dog in the
world, and you stand.  You quietly ask Skeeter to wait while you arrange his
collar and leash and your equipment for your visit, then you accompany the co-
ordinator with Skeeter close to you on a loose leash.  Your eyes are moving back
and forth between Skeeter and the area, looking for people and things that might
affect your visit with Skeeter.  

While passing through a waiting area on your way to the unit, several people call
out to you, wanting to see your dog.  They are enjoying some snacks as they wait, and
one person has an open purse sitting on the floor by her seat.  They are eager to ask
questions and pet your dog, as they don’t know anything about the program.  You
pause and visit with them. 

When the people call out to you, the coordinator says it’s fine to meet with
them.  You pause and gently ask Skeeter to wait with you while you make sure
that everyone in the group is comfortable having Skeeter come close to them.
While you do this you notice that some food is on the floor. You know that
Skeeter will be tempted by the food, so you ask them to please move the food
out of Skeeter’s reach before you approach. After they have removed the food,
you and Skeeter approach them with calm composure. 

As you are talking with the group, you kneel and place your arm around
Skeeter’s shoulder so that he’s aware of your presence as he interacts with the
people. You are positioned so that you can feel Skeeter shift his position toward
the open purse, and you conversationally redirect him as needed. You answer
their questions and visit briefly, watching Skeeter as well as making eye contact
with the people. 

They are having a good time with Skeeter, and Skeeter is enjoying them, but
you also know that the unit is expecting you, so you close the visit and stand,
gently giving Skeeter a hand signal to wait with you.  You give them hand sani-
tizer and then proceed on your way to the nurses’ station with the coordinator. 
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Appendix B:  

Dog Behavior
 Checklist 

The issue of animal welfare and wellbeing is a huge one within the field of ani-
mal-assisted interactions (AAI). Conscious handlers pay attention to whether or not
their dog wants to do the work. As a result, they can—and do—avoid placing their
dogs into situations that the dogs are uncomfortable with (at the least) and that their
dogs are fearful of (at the worst). They do this by reading their dog’s behavior and
knowing what behaviors indicate stress in their dogs. 

It can be helpful to have a checklist of behaviors to watch for before an AAI ses-
sion, during a session, and within the 24–48 hours following a session.  Handlers who
are learning to be centered and to be attuned to their dogs may want to complete this
checklist for additional dog activities besides visiting. 

Dogs can anticipate the future. (How many of us can set our watches by our dogs’
behavior at dinnertime?) Dogs can read our behaviors and recognize that certain activi-
ties (like getting a bath followed by getting out a particular collar) reliably predict other
activities (like going on a visit). As a result, handlers must be aware of their dog’s behav-
iors prior to going on a visit.  Start watching your dog’s behavior from the time you do
the first thing which might predict a visit in the future (like giving your dog a bath).
This might be 24 hours prior to the visit, or it might be the morning of the visit, etc.

Teamwork-centered handlers pay attention to their dogs’ behaviors during an
AAI session. A dog may be overly excited and distracted during a session, or a dog
might be overly quiet (or even shut down) during a session. Either of these can indi-
cate stress and distress, including illness or injury. We protect our working therapy
dogs from distress, illness, and injury no matter what the source.

And finally, a therapy dog can indicate distress in the 24–48 hours following a
visit. A handler may move on to the next item on the agenda after the visit is over.
But the therapy dog may still be dealing with the stress or distress of the session into
the next day. (That happens to people, too.  Have you ever come home after work
needing to talk to someone about how your day went?) As a result, it is helpful for
handlers to monitor their dogs’ stress-related behaviors during the days immediately
following the AAI session.  

Observing behaviors that indicate stress (or distress) gives handlers more informa-
tion about what to do in the future. By completing and reviewing this checklist, you
gain information about the ways your dog experiences the stresses of the AAI session.
This information can help you identify what your dog’s normal stress-related behav-
iors are (indicating stress but not distress) and what behaviors indicate distress.  

If you see lots of stress-related behaviors during a particularly challenging session,
for example, you may choose to help your dog with stress management immediately
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following a session by taking him for a run or giving him exercise.  If you consistently
see stress-related behaviors prior to going on a visit, you may choose to find a different
venue for visiting. You may decide to change some handling skills to provide addi-
tional support to your dog in response to the level of stress at a particular facility. You
may decide to ask staff for additional support. 

If you consistently see stress-related behaviors during or after a visit, you may real-
ize that your dog isn’t having fun anymore.  You may decide to retire your dog from
visiting and allow him to participate in activities that he thinks are more fun, like
agility, freestyle, K9 Nose Work, or another canine sport. There are many ways to re-
spond. But the handler must first be aware of the need for a change, and that aware-
ness comes through observation.

The Dog Behavior Checklist found on the following page offers a list of ten be-
haviors that can indicate stress in dogs. By keeping track of the frequency of these be-
haviors, the handler gets information about the dog’s stress level during AAI sessions.
The short list provided is not comprehensive. If you know of a specific behavior that
means stress in your dog, write that in the row provided. Or develop your own person-
alized list.

Place a check mark in the corresponding column when you see your dog perform
the behavior, whether you think the behavior is related to the visit or not. Consider
yourself a scientist and simply observe and record behaviors. If your dog does the be-
havior more than once, place a plus sign after the check mark ( ✓+).  

Dog Behavior Checklist 
Date: Location:
Legend:  ✓ = Behavior performed one time;  ✓+ = Behavior performed more than once

Behavior Before During After

Whining

Holding ears to the side or back of the head (unless this is 
the normal ear position for your dog, like Whippets, 
Greyhounds, Italian Greyhounds, etc.)

Pulling on the leash toward the way out of the situation

Facing away from the person you’re interacting with

“Velcro-ed” to your leg

Yawning

Licking lips or nose

Sniffing the ground

Sweating through the paws (leaving wet footprints behind)

Panting

Distracted—difficulty paying attention to handler or clients

Other (describe):




